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incremental costs and benefits of current care compared with
historical or no treatment carries a non-negligible uncertainty,
which would need to be reflected in the willingness to pay for
sacubitril/valsartan. Using information both on the adjusted annual
treatment cost of ‘current’ care as well as the incremental costs and
benefits compared with a historical treatment group, one could
arrive at a corridor for the price of sacubitril/valsartan expressing
the uncertainty for decision making (cf.8).

In summary, although the article by van der Pol et al1 raises
an important issue, it is potentially solvable based on the
existing guidance provided by the IQWiG. For this reason, the
conclusion must not be that the EF method is not applicable
in this situation. Rather, it is a question of finding another
comparator for enalapril and even using data on historical
treatment or the natural disease course for this matter.
Therefore, although the authors present a thought-provoking
conundrum, it does not necessarily present an omission in the
EF methodology.
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Wewould like to thank theauthor for taking the time to formulate
a response to our article.1 It raises an important topic, namely, the
choice of comparators when applying the German efficiency
frontier (EF) approach. In any economic evaluation, defining the
comparators will greatly influence the results and conclusions.
Because constructing an EF depends on at least 2 comparators,
while also affecting the willingness-to-pay threshold, the influence
of these comparators is increased further. The author casts some
doubts on whether the comparators we used are sufficient to
support our conclusions regarding the applicability of the EF and
suggests it may be relevant to include historical treatment in the
analysis. The author also mentions the natural disease course but
agrees that this “may be difficult to obtain, given that the still-
approved drug digitalis has been around for centuries.”1

We compared 4 different treatment strategies for heart failure
patients with a reduced ejection fraction (HF-rEF)—placebo, ena-
lapril (representing angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors),
candesartan (representing angiotensin receptor blockers), and
sacubitril/valsartan (a new class of drugs, angiotensin receptor
neprilysin inhibitors)—using 3 randomized clinical trials2–4 to
model the clinical effects. Although this is not stated explicitly
in our article, all these trials considered these treatment options
against a background of (at that time) current treatment.2–4 The
treatment we refer to as placebo in fact can be referred to as
historical treatment because the SOLVD treatment trial
compared 2 arms: placebo and standard treatment to enalapril
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and standard treatment.4,5 Regarding the costs, we considered
that the PARADIGM-HF trial provided the most up-to-date data
on background medicine use for HF-rEF patients and included
V12.36 per patient per month.1

This brings us to the clinical decision problem that underlies our
model, which is whether sacubitril/valsartan should be prescribed
to HF-rEF patients instead of angiotensin-converting enzyme in-
hibitors or angiotensin receptor blocker therapy against a back-
ground of otherwise optimal heart failure treatment. The included
comparators as well as sacubitril/valsartan are highly unlikely to be
considered as monotherapy for symptomatic HF-rEF patients6 and
are also mutually exclusive (ie, they should not be combined and
are true alternatives to each other, see Caro et al7). We believe the
comparison of the 4 included strategies not only is best supported
by clinical evidence,8 but also there is also no medical relevance
to include different strategies in the EF.6 This is the reason why
we included these 4 treatment options in the EF.

As mentioned by the author, we can conclude that our analysis
is an example of one of the 2 special constellations as described by
IQWiG,9 where enalapril is the origin (as it dominates historical
treatment) and “a recommendation for a new intervention
cannot be directly inferred on the basis of the EF.”9 We believe
this is a relevant drawback of this approach because this may
occur for other innovative drugs that can only be compared to
generic drugs. Nevertheless, as stated in our article, we do
believe the EF approach may have benefits when combined with
Sciences, University Medical Center Groningen, University of Groningen,

ociety for Health Economics and Outcomes Research. Published by Elsevier Inc.
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regular cost-effectiveness analyses.1 Therefore, we suggest the EF
approach as a complementary approach to cost-effectiveness
analysis rather than an alternative.
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